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Joint CF-AF Discussions from Snowmass Day (9/24)
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Asked the question and collected feedback to:

● What are your concerns about software and
computing, what keeps you up at night?

● What do we (the Computational Frontier) need to be
aware of so that it ends up in our report?

● What are your (the other frontiers) requirements/ project-
ions related to software and computing that we should be
aware of? Is there existing documentation for them?

● Are there new developments on the horizon that would
drive software and computing challenges? New physics,
new instrumentation, new simulations?

Feedback &  results were channeled into topical groups.



Joint CF-AF Discussions from Snowmass Day (9/24)
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Feedback &  results were channeled into topical groups, excerpts:
Dmitri: EIC, discussions on AI/ML to optimise accelerators. Did not hear about needs for large scale needs, like data analysis for EIC, but likely the area we should 
ask for scale of needs.

Dmitri: Many facets of computing: simulations, running the experiment in production, design questions.

SG. Are there reports on level of need? JLV Simulation side particularly acute for beam simulation.
Plasma accelerator side ; large space need for large scale simulation, and not just AI/ML. ECP report. 

Is Edge relevant for operations/quality/control: 
DD - some review of future modern accelerators require would be needed but probably smaller than experiments requirements.
Perhaps 10%, in future might change. Type of computing might be different.

VS: enormous numbers of code, diverse, supported by many groups and benchmarking is not finished. 
Not really community standards. Some (madx supported by big labs). 

VS: Machines are complex and different parts cannot be viewed/simulated in isolation, need code that can encompass
 the full system simulation, not there yet but community is thinking about it.

VS: Feedback and control - none use AI/ML but might in future. Something needs to be done

VS: Many codes are common use between accelerator and detectors. Should work with colleagues, Fluke, Geant, Mars etc…. Community standard codes should 
be supported on a regular/consistent predictable basis. Has been a big challenge in the past, resources for this are not available at a sufficient level. National 
Labs would be natural places for some of this.

SG: code support and maintenance



Software and Computing for Small HEP Experiments (11/15-16)
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hosted by the Snowmass Computational Frontier (CompF) - centered around software and computing for 
the “small” experiments in our community.   The mandate for this workshop was:

● Identify unique computational challenges of the “small” experiment community
In order to be inclusive, no imposed definition of “small” - asked experiments to self-select.

● Gather input about what is needed in terms of computation for these experiments to be successful
● Connect members of the “small” experiment community to the computational frontier in Snowmass 

and encourage participation in topical groups
● Foster the development and re-use of open-source software, building on the work of the HEP 

Software Foundation and other collaborative efforts within the community.

Brief results (summary by Ben Nachmann)
○ “Just because the experiments are small does not mean the needs are small.”
○ A white paper is evolving and anyone is welcome to join.
○ All working groups might be interested in this white paper.
○ Challenges are more acute for small experiments.

See https://indico.physics.lbl.gov/event/1756/ and discussion continues on #computingforsmallexps on Slack.

https://snowmass21.org/computational/start
https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org
https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org
https://indico.physics.lbl.gov/event/1756/


Beam & Accelerator Modeling Interest Group
• Mailing list: AccBeamModelSnowmass21@lbl.gov
• Bi-weekly meeting
• Website: https://snowmass-compf2-accbeammodel.github.io  

Activities in beam & accelerator modeling @ Snowmass21
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LOIs, ICFA Papers and Status Community Whitepaper
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Progress in the CompF2 (Theory Calc. & Sim.) topical group Accelerator & Beam Physics Modeling.

26 LOIs collected, presented and discussed (see previous slide).

In September 2021, a subset of the above topics where published in two peer reviewed articles in the 
Journal of Instrumentation (JINST),  ICFA Beam Dynamics Newsletters #82: Advanced Accelerator 
Modeling, 2021:

● Simulations of Future Particle Accelerators: Issues and Mitigations - David Sagan, et al.
arXiv:2108.11027 / DOI:10.1088/1748-0221/16/10/T10002

● Modeling of Advanced Accelerator Concepts - Jean-Luc Vay, et al.
arXiv:2109.05133 / DOI:10.1088/1748-0221/16/10/T10003

Started developing a common white paper (next two slides).

https://arxiv.org/abs/2108.11027
https://doi.org/10.1088/1748-0221/16/10/T10002
https://arxiv.org/abs/2109.05133
https://doi.org/10.1088/1748-0221/16/10/T10003


CompF2: Questions to Address in White Paper
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Questions & tasks formulated by CompF conveners to shape the scope of white papers.

With the purpose to collect information useful to transform requirements of near-future and far-future physics 
programs into Software and Computing (S&C) effort and R&D.

Aim to expand on Snowmass LoIs and input to quantify:
● (bespoke) Calculation and simulation software required
● Size of software R&D effort per project/facility and area
● Nature and scale of computational needs
● S&C areas of expertise and interest where to focus US effort Questions target near- (10-15 years) and 
far-future (>20 years) facilities/experiments .

Please note that far-future physics programs present immediate S&C needs and challenges in the form 
of tools and resources for designing experimental facilities and making the physics case.

It would be useful to describe the facilities or experiments discussed in your white paper in terms of 
numbers which are relevant to computing planning (accelerator and detector parameters, trigger, data 
volumes, etc).



The Acc. & Beam Modeling Interest Group is working on community white paper 
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Timeline
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“To allow topical group conveners sufficient time to consider white papers, we ask all who wish to 
contribute to submit (via email to topical group conveners) at least a title and abstract by the end of 
January, 2022. White papers whose title and abstract are submitted later are not guaranteed full 
consideration.  The general Snowmass deadline also applies.” - under consideration for CF homepage

• January 31, 2022: Title and abstract of white papers
• January 31, TBD 2022: White Paper submission to arXiv

• May 31, 2022: Preliminary reports by the Topical Groups
• June 30, 2022: Preliminary reports by the Frontiers
• July, 2022: Snowmass Community Summer Study (CSS) at UW-Seattle

• September 30, 2022: All final reports by TGs and Frontiers
• October 31, 2022: Snowmass Book and the online archive documents


